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Abstract

MUC4 is a large transmembrane type I glycoprotein that is overexpressed in pancreatic cancer 

(PC) and has been shown to be associated with its progression and metastasis. However, the exact 

cellular and molecular mechanism(s) through which MUC4 promotes metastasis of PC cells has 

been sparsely studied. Here we showed that the NIDO domain of MUC4, which is similar to the 

G1-domain present in the nidogen or entactin (an extracellular matrix protein), contributes to the 

protein-protein interaction property of MUC4. By this interaction, MUC4 promotes breaching of 

basement membrane integrity, and spreading of cancer cells. These observations are corroborated 

with the data from our study using an engineered MUC4 protein without the NIDO domain, which 

was ectopically expressed in the MiaPaCa PC cells, lacking endogenous MUC4 and nidogen 

protein. The in vitro studies demonstrated an enhanced invasiveness of MiaPaCa cells expressing 

MUC4 (MiaPaCa-MUC4) compared to vector-transfected cells (MiaPaCa-Vec; p=0.003) or cells 

expressing MUC4 without the NIDO domain (MiaPaCa-MUC4-NIDOΔ; p=0.03). However, the 

absence of NIDO-domain has no significant role on cell growth and motility (p=0.93). In the in-

vivo studies, all the mice orthotopically implanted with MiPaCa-MUC4 cells developed metastasis 

to the liver as compared to MiaPaCa-Vec or the MiaPaCa-MUC4-NIDOΔ group, hence, 

supporting our in vitro observations. Additionally, a reduced binding (p=0.0004) of MiaPaCa-

MUC4-NIDOΔ cells to the fibulin-2 coated plates compared to MiaPaCa-MUC4 cells indicated a 

possible interaction between the MUC4-NIDO domain and fibulin-2, a nidogen-interacting 

protein. Furthermore, in PC tissue samples, MUC4 colocalized with the fibulin-2 present in the 

basement membrane. Altogether, our findings demonstrate that the MUC4-NIDO domain 

significantly contributes to the MUC4-mediated metastasis of PC cells. This may be partly due to 

the interaction between the MUC4-NIDO domain and fibulin-2.
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Introduction

Pancreatic cancer remains an unfortunate disease with an overall cumulative 5-year survival 

rate below 5%. Despite advances in therapy and surgical techniques, it represents one of the 

leading cause of cancer related deaths (Jemal et al. 2010; Li et al. 2004). One of the main 

characteristic of pancreatic cancer is its propensity to locally progress and to disseminate at 

an early stage (DiMagno et al. 1999). To this regard, the specific targeting of pancreatic 

cancer metastasis remains a real therapeutic challenge. During the last decade, various 

experimental and clinical evidences have helped to enrich our comprehension regarding the 

genetic alterations that are involved in pancreatic cancer progression. However, the 

underlying mechanisms that regulate the progression of pancreatic cancer through different 

stages of metastatic cascade are still unclear. Particularly, how the malignant cells detach 

from the primary tumor site and invade different host barriers is an important area to be 

dissected.

Metastasis to distant organs requires a series of coordinated steps. During hematogenous 

metastasis of tumor cells (epithelial origin) starting from the spreading of tumor cells from 

the primary site to the establishment of secondary tumors at the distant organs, the tumor 

cells have to disrupt the basement membrane integrity at three different steps (Langley and 

Fidler 2007). First the tumor cells have to break the epithelial basement membrane to invade 

the local tissues, followed by disrupting the endothelial basement membrane integrity during 

tumor cells intravasation and extravation process (Nguyen et al. 2009). Metastatic tumor 

cells can rupture the basement membrane integrity either by promoting its proteolytic 

degradation (protease-dependent) or by mediating a physical disruption (protease-

independent transmigration) (Bacac and Stamenkovic 2008; Rowe and Weiss 2008). 

Protease dependent degradation of basement membrane is well explored and is mostly 

carried out by membrane-type matrix metalloproteinases (Hotary et al. 2006). Whereas, the 

exact mechanisms for a protease-independent mode of invasion are yet to be defined. In this 

article, we discuss the role of MUC4-NIDO domain as a mediator of protease independent 

invasion in pancreatic cancer metastasis.

Basement membranes are specialized extracellular matrices composed of many proteins. 

Many of the basement membrane proteins like collagenV, laminin, entactin/nidogen, and 

proteoglycans have specific protein-protein interaction motifs in their domain structures. 

These proteins interact with each other in a coordinated fashion and maintaining the 

supramolecular structural organization. Likewise, some proteins present on the surface of 

the normal or neoplastic transformed cells also specifically interact with these basement 

membrane proteins (Casey and Skubitz 2000). Nidogen (entactin) is a ubiquitous constituent 

of the basement membrane. It has three globular structures (G1, G2 and G3). It was shown 

that the G3 and G2 domains of nidogen interact with laminin and collagen IV respectively, 

and thus, bridges laminin and collagen IV in the basement membrane (Aumailley et al. 
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1993; Fox et al. 1991). Furthermore, a recent study has also shown that the G1 domain of 

nidogen interacts with fibulin-2 (Ries et al. 2001).

MUC4 is a type I glycoprotein overexpressed in pancreatic cancer cells, which promotes 

metastasis of pancreatic cancer cells (Chaturvedi et al. 2007a; Singh et al. 2004; Singh et al. 

2007b; Singh et al. 2007b). MUC4 apomucin is a 930 kDa protein, composed of a 850 kDa 

mucin-type subunit (MUC4α) and an 80 kDa membrane-tethered growth factor-like subunit 

(MUC4β). MUC4α possesses three important domains [TR (tandem-repeat), NIDO 

(nidogen-like) and AMOP (adhesion-associated domain in MUC4 and other proteins)], 

while MUC4β has three EGF-like domains and a short cytoplasmic tail (Chaturvedi et al. 

2008a; Singh et al. 2007a; Duraisamy et al. 2006). The MUC4α-subunit is thought to 

participate in adhesion and anti-adhesion mechanisms, while the role of MUC4β is proposed 

in cell signaling. In our previous studies, using ‘loss’ and ‘gain’ of function approach, we 

have shown a direct association of the MUC4 mucin with the metastatic PC phenotype and 

provided experimental evidence for a functional role of MUC4 in altered growth and 

invasive properties of tumor cells (Chaturvedi et al. 2007a; Singh et al. 2004).

Out of all the functional domains of MUC4, the MUC4-NIDO domain is considered to be 

playing a role in rupturing the integrity of basement membrane and helping in the metastasis 

of pancreatic cancer cells, due to its similarity with the G1 (NIDO) domain of nidogen 

protein. As mentioned above, the G1-domain of nidogen interacts with fibulin-2 and is 

thought to contribute to the protein-protein crosslinking property of nidogen (Aumailley et 

al. 1993), which is essential to maintain the basement membrane integrity. Previous studies 

have also shown that the NIDO domain of the endogenous nidogen protein has a potential 

binding site for fubulin-2 (Aumailley et al. 1993). Also, fibulin-2 plays a major role in the 

maintenance of epithelial and endothelial basement membrane integrity (Yi et al. 2007). 

Therefore, it is possible that MUC4-NIDO domain may also interact with fibulin-2, and 

thus, inhibit normal interaction between nidogen and fibulin-2 proteins. By doing so, the 

MUC4-NIDO domain may promote the metastasis of MUC4-expressing cancer cells.

In this report, we have investigated whether the deletion of the NIDO domain from the 

MUC4 protein alters the MUC4-mediated metastasis of pancreatic cancer cells. Expression 

of modified MUC4 protein without the NIDO domain showed a reduced invasive property 

of PC cells compared to cells expressing MUC4 with the NIDO domain. Further, the 

MUC4-NIDO domain also promoted the extravasion of pancreatic cancer cells in vitro. 

Importantly, the MUC4-NIDO domain interacts with fibulin-2, and this may be a possible 

mechanism through which MUC4 promotes pancreatic cancer metastasis.

Results

Characterization of MiaPaCa-derived MUC4 or MUC4-NIDOΔ transfected sublines

To investigate if MUC4 NIDO domain is associated with some of the functional properties 

of MUC4, in-frame deletion of NIDO-domain was done within the previously generated 

engineered MUC4 (Moniaux et al. 2007) (Figure 1A). The MUC4, MUC4-NIDOΔ construct 

and empty vector were transfected into MiaPaCa cells. This cell line was chosen as it 

expressed neither MUC4 nor nidogen protein (Figure 1B; Supplementary figure 1). Multiple 
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stable clones were selected upon growing the cells in zeocin containing media. Cells 

expressing MUC4 (MiaPaCa-MUC4) or the MUC4 without the NIDO domain (MiaPaCa- 

MUC4-NIDOΔ) proteins were examined via Western blot analysis (Figure 1B). The selected 

sub-lines were monitored over a period of two to three months for the stable overexpression 

of the proteins. Further, the cell surface localization of these proteins was confirmed by flow 

cytometric analysis (Figure 1C). A pooled population of the sub-lines was selected for 

additional in vitro and in vivo studies.

The MUC4-NIDO domain does not alter the motility of pancreatic cancer cells; however 
promotes invasion and extravasations of pancreatic cancer cells

In order to examine the role of the MUC4-NIDO domain in cell motility, a motility assay 

was performed by using uncoated porous membranes of 8.0 mm pore diameter (Boyden 

chamber). The number of cells that migrated to the lower surface of the Boyden chamber 

was almost equal in both MUC4 and MUC4 without NIDO domain expressing MiaPaCa 

cells (Figure 2A, p=0.933). However, as observed before (Moniaux et al. 2007), an 

overexpression of either MUC4 or MUC4-NIDOΔ significantly (∼2 fold) increased the 

number of cells that migrated through the Boyden chamber when compared to the 

untransfected/vector-transfected cells (Figure 2A; p=0.02).

Tumor cell invasion through the extracellular matrix (ECM) and tissue barriers require the 

combined effects of increased cell motility and proteolytic and/or non-proteolytic 

degradation of ECM. Therefore, to check the role of the MUC4-NIDO domain in the 

MUC4-induced invasive property of pancreatic cancer cells, the above mentioned trans-well 

migration assay was carried out in presence of extracellular matrix proteins (Matrigel). 

Interestingly, MUC4-overexpressing cells showed a significantly higher number of cells 

migrating through the ECM proteins than cells without the MUC4 expression (∼2.4 fold; 

p=0.003) or cells expressing MUC4 without the NIDO domain (∼1.6 fold; p= 0.03) (Figure 

2B).

Additionally, in the hematogenous metastasis of pancreatic cancer cells, during intravasation 

and extravasation steps, the tumor cells interact with the endothelial basement membrane. 

To investigate the role of the MUC4-NIDO domain in these processes, an in vitro trans 

endothelial invasion assay was carried out. In this experiment, MiaPaCa-derived cells were 

subjected to migration through a tight monolayer of Human umbilical vein endothelial cells 

(HUVECs), which were cultured on the surface of trans well inserts coated with matrigel (8 

micron pore filters; BD Falcon). Statistically highly significant number of tumor cells 

expressing MUC4 (∼ 1.7 fold; p=0.008) migrated through the ECM layer covered with the 

endothelial cells, compared to the MiaPaCa- MUC4-NIDOΔ cells (Figure 2C). However, in 

a parallel experiment, NIDO-domain deletion did not have any effect on the number of 

cancer cells that adhered to the endothelial cells (p=0.19; Figure 2D).

The MUC4-NIDO domain promotes metastasis of pancreatic cancer cells in vivo

To investigate the role of the MUC4-NIDO domain in vivo, we carried out the orthotopic 

implantation of MiaPaCa cells expressing MUC4 or MUC4 without the NIDO domain. In 

parallel, we also injected vector transfected MiaPaCa cells as a control (MiaPaCa-Vec). For 
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this experiment, two millions of MiaPaCa-derived cells were injected into the head of the 

pancreas, and animals were sacrificed after 65days of the cancer cells injection. During 

autopsy of these mice, we did not find a significant difference in the mean tumor weight 

between MiaPaCa-MUC4 and MiaPaCa- MUC4-NIDOΔ groups (Figure 3B). However, 

animals in both the groups have a significantly higher mean tumor weight than the vector 

control animals (Figure 3B; p<0.005). Importantly, we found that the only animal group that 

developed massive metastasis to the liver was the one implanted with MUC4 expressing 

MiaPaCa cells. In this particular group of animals, out of eight animals, seven animals had 

liver metastasis and the average number of metastatic nodules per animal was ∼3. Incidence 

of metastasis to other organs like spleen, mesentery, peritoneum and diaphragm was similar 

in all the three groups (Figure 3A, B, and Table 1). Furthermore, histopathological 

evaluation of primary and metastatic tumors obtained from MiaPaCa-MUC4 and MiaPaCa- 

MUC4-NIDOΔ groups did not show any gross difference in the pattern of local tissue 

invasiveness of the cancer cells (Figure 4).

The MUC4 and the Fibulin-2 colocalises in pancreatic cancer tissue and MUC4 NIDO-
domain interacts with Fibulin-2 in vitro

The similarity of the MUC4-NIDO domain with the G1/NIDO domain of endogenous 

nidogen protein indicates that MUC4-NIDO domain may interact with nidogen-G1 domain 

interacting proteins. In this regard, a previous study has shown an interaction between 

fibulin-2 and the nidogen-G1 domain thus proving that fibulin-2 is one of the interacting 

proteins for the nidogen protein (Ries et al. 2001). The immunohistofluorescence analysis 

showed the colocalization of MUC4 and fibulin-2 in the exocrine glands of the 

adenocarcinoma tissues. However, both the proteins' expression was absent in the endocrine 

glands of the same tissue section (Figure 5A). Further, to test the possible interaction 

between the MUC4-NIDO domain with fibulin-2, we carried out a cell adhesion assay on 

the surface of fibulin-2 coated plates. We observed a significantly higher number of 

MiaPaCa-MUC4 cells binding to the fibulin-2 coated surface than MiaPaCa-MUC4-NIDOΔ 

or MiaPaCa-Vec cells (Figure 5B).

Discussion

The MUC4 mucin, which is overexpressed in the pancreatic cancer cells, has been shown to 

be functionally associated with pancreatic cancer metastasis (Chaturvedi et al. 2007a; Singh 

et al. 2004). The length of MUC4 is estimated to range between 1.1 and 2.1 μm, and its 

primary structure harbors many functional domains (Chaturvedi et al. 2008a; Singh et al. 

2007a). Current theory holds that, MUC4 can contribute to the metastasis of cancer cells by 

anti-adhesion, adhesion and signal transduction process (Singh et al. 2007a; Senapati et al. 

2010). Several lines of evidence demonstrate the contribution of MUC4 in various signaling 

events that can regulate motility and invasion of cancer cells (Singh et al. 2007a; Senapati et 

al. 2008; Chaturvedi et al. 2007b; Ponnusamy et al. 2010). Furthermore, due to the large size 

of MUC4, overexpression of Muc4 or MUC4 has also been shown to sterically hinder 

integrin-mediated cell-cell and cell-ECM adhesions in vitro (Chaturvedi et al. 2007b; 

Komatsu et al. 2000). Domain analysis of MUC4 has revealed the presence of NIDO and 

AMOP domains along with others, that might play an important role in cell-cell interaction 
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via adhesion to extracellular matrix (Chaturvedi et al. 2008a). However, due to the technical 

restrictions in cloning and modifying the large cDNA of MUC4, a direct experimental proof 

for the role of individual MUC4 extracellular domains in cancer cell metastasis has been 

difficult to obtain. In the present study, by expressing the engineered MUC4 without the 

NIDO-domain proteins, we provide the first evidence that the NIDO-domain of MUC4 

significantly contributes to the MUC4-mediated metastasis of pancreatic cancer cells to 

organs like liver. We initially determined that the MUC4-NIDO domain has no role in cell 

motility, but significantly promotes the invasive property of pancreatic cancer cells in vitro. 

In accordance with the in vitro observations, further, we have shown that the loss of the 

MUC4-NIDO domain decreases the liver metastasis of pancreatic cancer cells in vivo.

In the current study, we postulated that under cancer conditions, through the NIDO-domain, 

MUC4 present at the basal surface of the epithelial cells may competitively inhibit the 

normal interaction between fibulin-2 and nidogen protein of the basement membrane (BM) 

(Ries et al. 2001). During this interaction MUC4 may breach the basement membrane 

integrity, thus promoting the metastasis of PC cells (Figure 6). Indeed, the effect of MUC4-

NIDO domain in enhancing the invasiveness of PC cells, while not affecting the motility of 

cancer cells in vitro, indicates that the function of MUC4-NIDO domain is associated with 

the presence of extracellular matrix proteins (Figure 2 A and B). Therefore, during cancer 

cells metastasis, the MUC4-NIDO domain might have a role in rupturing the basement 

membrane integrity. However, no overall effect of MUC4 or MUC4-NIDO domain deleted 

proteins on the incidence of metastasis to sites like spleen, mesentery, peritoneum and 

diaphragm (Figure 3B, Table-1) might be due to the fact that unlike cancer cells that grow in 

situ and break the basement membrane for distant organ metastasis, the cancer cells in the 

orthotopic model don't face the epithelial basement membrane barrier at the primary tumor 

site. As a result of which, metastasis of the cancer cells to organs like, mesentery, 

peritoneum and diaphragm, which can mostly occur by peritoneal dissemination from the 

primary tumor site, might not get influenced due to absence of MUC4-NIDO domain and 

epithelial-basement membrane proteins interaction. Simultaneously, in the same 

experimental model, metastasis of MiaPaCa-MUC4 cells to the liver compared to none in 

MiaPaCa-MUC4-NIDOΔ group strongly supports our hypothesis, and this might be due to 

the fact that liver metastasis mostly occurs through hematogenous metastasis process, and 

even though the cancer cells may not face the epithelial basement membrane barrier in the 

orthotopic model of cancer metastasis, they will have to face the basement membrane of 

endothelial cells to complete a successful hematogenous metastasis. On the other way, 

MUC4 presence, aids the PC cells to easily intravasate and/or extravasate from the blood 

vessels, which is essential for distant organ metastasis (Figure 3B). This argument is further 

supported by the fact that, MUC4/MUC4-NIDO domain promotes extravasation of cancer 

cells in vitro (Figure 2C and D). Furthermore, several recent reports have demonstrated 

extravasation as a key step of cancer metastasis that is regulated by a variety of secreted or 

cell surface proteins (Ma et al. 2008; Karnoub et al. 2007).

Tumor cells interact with various components of the basement membrane, which is a key 

event during the process of invasion and metastasis. Earlier studies have shown that 

fibulin-2 contributes to the basement membrane of epithelial and endothelial cells (Yi et al. 
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2007). Importantly, fibulin-2 has been shown to be a major component of murine liver blood 

vessels (Piscaglia et al. 2009). Therefore, elimination of normal fibulin-2 function may 

create a favorable environment (particularly in liver) for the extravasation of metastatic PC 

cells (Figure 6). In the present study, the binding experiment suggests that the MUC4 NIDO 

domain interacts with fibulin-2 in vitro, and this is further confirmed by in vivo pancreatic 

cancer tissue colocalization studies (Figure 5B, 5A). We do realize that the present study 

doesn't show the binding affinity of the MUC4-NIDO domain for fibulin-2 compared to 

nidogen-NIDO domain. However, we believe that in pancreatic cancer cells overexpression 

of MUC4 and its localization on the whole cell surface may present a greater number of 

MUC4-NIDO domains around the fibulin-2 proteins, and thus, competitively inhibit 

nidogen-fibulin 2 interactions. At the same time, further studies are essential to map these 

interaction sites since the NIDO domain of both MUC4 and nidogen may interact on the 

same motif present in fibulin2. Interestingly, previous studies have shown that fibulin-2 loss 

promotes breast cancer cells metastasis and nidogen is under-expressed in gastric and colon 

cancer tissues (Ulazzi et al. 2011). Therefore, MUC-4 mediated inhibition of nidogen and 

fibulin-2 interaction in pancreatic cancer mimics loss of fibulin-2 and nidogen function in 

breast and gastric/colon cancer respectively.

Another significant finding of this study is that deletion of the NIDO-domain did not affect 

the MUC4-mediated cell's growth rate in vitro and in vivo (Supplementary figure 2, Figure 

3B). This is expected, because our previous studies have shown that MUC4 promotes cells 

proliferation mostly through the activation of MAPK pathway, and this may be through its 

association with the HER2 (Chaturvedi et al. 2007a; Chaturvedi et al. 2008b), a process in 

which the NIDO domain may not have any role. However, we do realize that further 

experimental evidences are required to validate these predictions. Furthermore, the current 

data suggests that the observed difference in liver metastasis between MiaPaCa-MUC4 and 

MiaPaCa-MUC4-NIDOΔ groups is not due to the secondary effects of tumor growth or 

angiogenesis; rather it is the difference in their intrinsic invasive property.

To our knowledge, no study has thus far demonstrated the in vivo effect of MUC4 

expression on tumor metastasis by using transfectants that express the MUC4 protein 

without a specific domain. From our studies we have shown that the MUC4-NIDO domain-

mediated liver metastasis may be partly due to its interaction with the endogenous fibulin-2 

protein. This study has provided first evidence for the domain-mediated role of MUC4 in 

Pancreatic cancer metastasis. Further investigation is needed to delineate the other possible 

mechanisms behind the MUC4-NIDO domain-mediated metastasis. Taken together, the data 

in this study support the concept that MUC4 is a relevant therapeutic target in pancreatic 

cancer.

Materials and methods

Generation of MUC4-NIDO domain deletion construct

The construction of the MUC4-NIDO domain deletion construct was performed in three 

steps. A MUC4 construct that we had generated before (Moniaux et al. 2007) was used as a 

template for PCR amplification of two DNA fragments at the extremities of the NIDO 

domain. The upstream fragment has EcoRV and HindIII at the 5′ and 3′end of the PCR 
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product respectively. And the downstream fragment has HindIII and NotI at the 5′ and 3′ 

end of the PCR product respectively. The two fragments were digested with HindIII and 

ligated with each other. This NIDO-deleted fragment was digested with EcoRV and HindIII 

and ligated in the EcoRV and NotI digested MUC4-plasmid to obtain a MUC4-NIDO 

deletion construct. Each junction was sequenced to check the open reading frame.

Expression of MUC4-NIDO Domain Deletion Construct

MiaPaCa pancreatic cancer cell line was stably transfected with plasmid DNA using the 

lipofectamine method (Invitrogen). Single colonies were obtained by zeocin selection and 

expanded for screening. Cells were analyzed for MUC4 protein expression by 

immunobloting using human MUC4 peptide anti-mouse monoclonal antibody (8G7) (Singh 

et al. 2004).

FACS analysis

Cells were released with non-enzymatic cell dissociation solution (Sigma, MO, USA) fixed 

with freshly prepared 2% paraformaldehyde for 0.5 h, blocked with 5% normal goat serum 

for 0.3 h, and incubated with antibody against MUC4 for 1 h at room temperature. After the 

incubation with FITC-conjugated secondary antibody for 0.5 h, the expression of cell-

surface MUC4 was analyzed by flow cytometry.

Motility and Invasion Assay

For motility assays, 1×106 MiaPaCa-MUC4 and MiaPaCa-MUC4-NIDOΔ cells suspended 

separately in serum-free medium were plated in the top chamber of polyethylene 

teraphthalate membranes (six-well insert, pore size 8mm) (Becton Dickinson). The lower 

chamber of the well was added with the 2.0mL of 10% serum-containing medium and the 

cells were allowed to migrate for 22 h under chemotactic drive. After incubation, the cells 

that did not migrate through the pores in the membrane were removed by scraping the 

membrane with a cotton swab. The migrated cells on the lower side of the membrane were 

stained with Diff-Quick cell stain kit (Dade-Behring) and photographed in 10 random fields 

of view at 10× magnification. Cell numbers were counted and expressed as the average 

number of cells/field of view. For invasion assay, cells (5.0 × 105) were seeded on Matrigel-

coated membrane inserts (BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA). The bottom chamber contained 

2.0 mL of serum-supplemented medium as a chemo attractant. After incubation for 22h at 

37°C, the cells that had invaded through the matrigel-coated membrane were fixed and 

stained using a Diff-Quick reagent kit. After air drying the membrane, the cells were 

counted at a magnification of 10× in 10 random fields of view under a microscope. Three 

independent experiments were done in each case. The data was represented as the average of 

the three independent experiments with the standard deviation of the average indicated.

Trans-endothelial invasion

To test the effect of MUC4-NIDO domain deletion on the extravasation process of 

pancreatic cancer cells, with a few modifications, we followed Cold Spring Harbor. Protocol 

(Ma and Wang 2008). Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were cultured in 

transwell inserts with 8 micron pore filters (BD Falcon) for 3 days to allow tight formation 
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of cell monolayers. To determine the integrity of the HUVECs monolayer, high-molecular-

weight FITC-dextran (4 ul; Sigma) was added to the insert and further process was carried 

out as mentioned in the original protocol (mentioned above). MiaPaCa-derived cells, labeled 

with DIO (Molecular Probes, Inc, Eugene, OR, USA), were applied to the HUVECs for 16 h 

at 37°C. The cells at the upper side of the transwell membrane were removed with cotton 

swabs and fluorescent cells that migrated to the bottom side of the transwell membrane were 

counted by using fluorescence microscope.

For all the above experiments, non-transfected parental MiaPaCa cells were also taken as an 

additional control. The results for these cells were almost same as corresponding empty 

vector trasfected MiaPaCa cells (data not shown). Therefore, for further studies, only 

transfected control cells were used.

In-vivo tumor growth and metastasis

To investigate the functional consequences of the MUC4-NIDO domain deletion on the 

tumorigenicity and metastatic property of pancreatic cancer cells, orthotopic implantation 

was carried out. Ten to twelve week old immunodeficient female mice were purchased from 

the Animal Production Area of the National Cancer Institute-Frederick Cancer Research and 

Development Center (Frederick, MD). The mice were treated in accordance with the 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) guidelines. The MiaPaCa derived 

cells were harvested from sub-confluent cultures by a brief exposure to 0.25% trypsin and 

0.02% EDTA. After neutralizing the effect of trypsin with 10% fetal bovine serum, the cells 

were washed once in PBS. Cells were resuspended in PBS at a concentration of 2×106 

cells/50μl. Single-cell suspensions of >90% viability was used for the injections. Animals 

(eight animals per group) were anesthetized with intra-peritoneal injection of ketamine and 

xylazine mixture (4:1). The abdomen was cleaned with iodine solution and 1cm incision was 

made to expose the pancreas. Two million cells suspended in 50 μl of PBS were injected 

into the head of the pancreas by using a 30-guage needle. The abdominal wound was closed 

in two layers with catgut and wound clips. Animals were monitored twice weekly. To 

determine the tumor growth and metastasis, mice were sacrificed by CO2 asphyxiation and 

autopsied on the 65th day after the implantation of the tumor cells. After inspection of 

macroscopical tumor growth, the pancreas was resected and the weight was assessed in 

milligrams (mg). Regional and distant lymph nodes, lung, liver as well as other organs 

suspected for harboring metastasis were routinely formalin fixed, embedded, sectioned, and 

stained with hematoxylin and eosin using standard techniques for microscopic examination. 

In primary tumors, expression of MUC4 and MUC4-without the NIDO domain protein was 

checked by Immunoblot analysis (Supplementary figure 3).

Between the two groups of mice, incidence of metastasis was compared using Fisher's exact 

test and Student t-test was done to find the difference in tumor weights obtained from both 

groups.

Attachment assay

Before carrying out this experiment, 96-well cell culture plates were coated with 20 ug/mL 

of fibulin-2 or 25 μg/mL polylysine (Sigma) overnight at 4°C, followed by blocking with 
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1% (w/v) BSA in DMEM at 37°C for 1h. Wells coated with serum albumin and poly-L-

lysine served as negative and positive controls, respectively. The wells were decanted and 

rinsed two times with PBS and harvested by using a non-enzymatic dissociation buffer, 

followed by resuspension at a density of 2.5×105 cells/ml. A total of 100 ul of the cell 

suspension was seeded in triplicates onto the fibulin-2-coated 96 well plates and incubated 

for 1 h at 37°C. After incubation, the cell suspension was discarded and the wells were 

gently washed with PBS. The adhered cells were labeled with DIO dye for 1 h at 37°C. The 

fluorescence of the samples was measured by using the fluorescence plate reader at an 

excitation wavelength of 484 nm and emission wavelength of 501nm. The fluorescence 

intensity obtained in the negative control (BSA) was subtracted from the values observed 

with fibulin-2 coated plates. A relative fluorescence (RFU) was calculated for all treatments 

with respect to the intensity value obtained with the positive control (poly-L-lysine-coated 

plates). The significance of each binding assay was evaluated using the t test, assuming 

unequal variances. P-values lower than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Generation of MUC4-NIDO domain deletion construct and its stable-expression in 
MiaPaCa cells
(A) The construction of the MUC4-NIDO domain deletion construct was performed in three 

steps. First, using Expand Long PCR, and generating two fragments were generated just 5′ 

and 3′ to the NIDO domain. Then the MUC4-NIDO domain deletion fragment was 

successfully inserted into the first generation MUC4 c-DNA construct using restriction 

digestion and cloning strategies (Moniaux et al. 2007). Further, sequencing of the newly 

generated construct was performed, showing an in-frame deletion of 474 nucleotides that 

code for the MUC4-NIDO domain (of 158 amino acids). (B) MUC4 expression was 

analyzed by immunoblot in different MiaPaCa-derived sublines (pooled population obtained 

from three different clones). Cell lysate from CD18/HPAC pancreatic cancer cells was taken 

as a positive control. A total of 20 μg protein from cell extracts was electrophoretically 

resolved on a 2% agarose gel. Resolved proteins were transferred onto PVDF membrane and 

probed with MUC4 MAb (8G7). β-actin was probed as an internal control.

(C) Flow cytometric analysis showed the cell surface localization of MUC4 and MUC4-

NIDOΔ proteins on MiaPaCa-MUC4 (72%) and MiaPaCa-MUC4-NIDOΔ (71%) cells, 

respectively. The MiaPaCa cell lines transfected with the empty vector (MiaPaCa-Vect) was 

taken as a negative control (0.2%).
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Figure 2. Effect of MUC4-NIDO domain deletion on cell motility, invasion and extravasations
(A) Cell motility assay: 1×106 cells were plated in the top chamber of non-coated 

polyethylene teraphthalate membranes and incubated for 22 hrs. Cells that transversed the 

membranes were stained with a Diff-Quick cell staining kit. The number of cells 

transversing the membrane were determined by averaging 10 random fields of view at 10× 

and expressed as the average number of cells/field of view and as the average of three 

independent experiments. Mean+/- SE p<0.05. No significant difference was found between 

MiaPaCa-MUC4 and MiaPaCa-MUC4-NIDOΔ cells (p= 0.933). (B) The invasion assay 
was carried out in a similar fashion; except at the place of non-coated trans-well inserts, 

ECM/Matrigel-coated transwell inserts (BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA) were used. The 

MiaPaCa-MUC4 cells showed a significantly higher number of invasive cells than 

MiaPaCa-MUC4-NIDOΔ cells (p=0.03). In both the assays, the MiaPaCa-MUC4 cells 

showed a significantly higher number of motile (p=0.02) and invasive (p=0.003) cells than 

the vector control ones. (C) The MiaPaCa-MUC4-NIDOΔ cells show less trans-HUVEC 

invasion (extravasation) compared to MiaPaCa-MUC4 cells. The number of cells 

transversing the membrane were determined by averaging 10 random fields of view at 10× 

and expressed as the average number of cells/field of view and as the average of three 

independent experiments. Mean+/- SE; p<0.008. (D) The cell-cell adhesion assay showed 

no significant difference between the number of MiaPaCa-MUC4 and MiaPaCa-MUC4-

NIDOΔ cells that adhered to HUVECs (p=0.19).
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Figure 3. Macroscopic examinations of orthotopic pancreatic tumors and organs with metastatic 
lesions
(A). Macroscopic appearance of primary pancreatic tumors from animals implanted 

with MiaPaCa-MUC4, MiaPaCa-MUC4-NIDOΔ and MiaPaCa-Vect cells. There was no 

difference in the gross appearance of tumors derived from MiaPaCa-MUC4 and MiaPaCa-

MUC4-NIDOΔ groups. However, tumors of the MiaPaCa-Vect group were smaller than the 

other two groups. Further, metastasis to organs such as the diaphragm and mesentery was 

same in all the three groups excluding liver metastasis, which was observed only in animals 

injected with MiaPaCa-MUC4 cells. (B) Quantitative analysis showed a significantly 

smaller tumor generated from MiaPaCa-Vect cells than MiaPaCa-MUC4 and MiaPaCa-

MUC4-NIDOΔ. Further analysis of metastatic lesions among the three groups showed no 

significant difference in the number of metastatic nodules that were detected in mesentery 

and the diaphragm. However, there was a significant difference (p=0.001) in the number of 

metastatic nodules present in the liver.
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Figure 4. Microscopic examinations of orthotopic pancreatic tumors and organs with metastasis 
lesions
Histological appearance of pancreas, spleen, liver and diaphragm showing prominent 

metastasis in the mice implanted with MiaPaCa-MUC4 or MiaPaCa-MUC4-NIDOΔ cells. 

Between these two groups, there was no gross difference in the local tissue invasion pattern. 

Normal (N) and cancer cells (Ca) in different organs are separately indicated.
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Figure 5. MUC4 NIDO domain interactions with Fibulin-2 in vitro, and colocalisation in 
pancreatic tissue
(A) Immunohistofluorescence analysis was carried out on formalin-fixed and paraffin-

embedded pancreatic tumor tissue sections after rehydration and antigen-retrieval. Digital 

merging of the immunostained tissue section clearly showed the colocalization of MUC4 

(green) and fibulin-2 (red) in an adenocarcinoma lesion. Absence of MUC4 and fibulin-2 

staining in the endocrine glands of the same tissue section acted as a negative control. (B) 
Binding Assay Cells (25 × 103) were seeded in 96-well plate coated with fibulin-2. Wells 

coated with bovine serum albumin and poly-L-lysine served as negative and positive 

controls, respectively. A total of 100 μl of the cell suspension was seeded in triplicates onto 

the fibulin-2-coated 96 well plates and incubated for 1 h at 37°C. Next the adhered cells 

were labeled with DIO dye for 1 h at 37°C. The fluorescence of the samples was measured 

by using the fluorescence plate reader at an excitation wavelength of 484 nm and an 

emission wavelength of 501 nm. The fluorescence intensity obtained in the negative control 

(BSA) was subtracted from the values from fibulin-2 coated plates. A relative fluorescence 

(RFU) was calculated for all treatments with respect to the intensity value obtained with the 

positive control (poly-L-lysine-coated plates). The significance of each binding assay was 

evaluated using the t test assuming unequal variances. P-values lower than 0.05 were 

considered statistically significant.
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Figure 6. Schematic representation for the proposed action of MUC4-NIDO domain in 
disrupting the basement membrane integrity
Normal pancreatic epithelial cells do not express MUC4; however, in pancreatic cancer, 

MUC4 is expressed all over the epithelial cells' surface. Through the NIDO domain, the 

pancreatic cancer-associated MUC4 present in close proximity to the basement membrane, 

interacts with fibulin-2, and possibly hinders the normal interaction between fibulin-2 and 

nidogen. Through this interaction MUC4 potentially disrupts the basement membrane 

integrity by yet undefined non-proteolytic process, as a result of which invasion and 

metastasis of PC cells is thus mediated by MUC4-NIDO and Fibulin 2 interaction.
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